
Living Word Weekly Devotion (August 6-11, 2018) 
 
Cultivate: Goodness  
 
Monday:  Mark 10:17-22 
I remember years ago when a talking Barbie doll came out.  One of the lines that got people up in arms was when 
she would say, “Math is hard.”  The concern was that it perpetuated a stereotype that girls might tend to live into; 
that being the notion that, for girls, math is too hard to understand and therefore should be left to men.  
Personally, after 3 semesters of calculus at the college level, I can tell you that math is hard.   
   
Sometimes even simple math is hard.  I’m not talking about mathematics here, but rather the logical steps in life 
that we need to take to put 2 and 2 together and make it add up.  I think this is the very kind of math Jesus is 
inviting the young man in the story to compute.  The young man calls Jesus “good.”  Jesus responds, “Why do you 
call Me good?  No one is good but God alone.”  I imagine in that conversation a pregnant pause as Jesus waited 
for the man to add up the implications of that statement.  In case you’re wrestling with the equation as well, 
here’s how it goes:  I think Jesus is good.  Jesus says only God is good.  Therefore, if Jesus is good, Jesus is God!  
Eureka! It adds up! 
    
It’s at that point that Jesus invites the man to become a follower; a follower of Jesus and therefore a follower of 
God.  He is invited to plumb the depths of goodness and challenged to go deep immediately.  But the man does 
his own math as he figures on Jesus’ invitation.  For him to follow Jesus, possessions = 0.  The math doesn’t add 
up and therefore he goes away having not stepped into the goodness of God.  I’m not sure we are all called to 
the “discipleship = zero possessions” equation.  That’s a teaching for another day.  However, we are called to ask, 
“Are there any limits to being good?”   
  

• Ask yourself: How far will I go to be considered “good?” 
 
Tuesday:  Matthew 12:9-14 
Before I entered ministry I was a member of a church in St. Charles County.  I was close to my pastor so he 
confided in me from time to time.  During one particular conversation, he shared his concern about a conflict 
between what he felt God calling him to do, what the law dictated, and what his employment in a Methodist 
Church might forbid him from doing.  He was caught in a sort of “Catch 22” and was concerned about it. 
    
Here’s some more detail.  Prior to the unrest in Ferguson, there was unrest in North St. Louis County.  Racial 
oppression was there 25 years ago and it was at that time that there was a call for pastors to participate in a 
protest.  My pastor felt a strong call to do just that.  The problem was that he may end up getting arrested if he 
attended this particular protest.  Was he being called to break the law in order to help bring about a greater good?  
Further, at that time he wasn’t sure that an arrest, especially if followed by a conviction, would allow him to 
maintain his orders as an ordained elder in the United Methodist Church.  Was he being called on by God to put 
at peril his ordination, his livelihood, his family’s security for the sake of doing good in the name of Christ? 
    
We live in a world of situational ethics.  It’s a time where many would justify their actions based purely on the 
situation at hand.  Sometimes we ignore what is lawful to do what is right.  Jesus was pointing that out to the 
people who would rather enforce a law than live out the goodness of God.  Jesus looked at the situation and 
destroyed the logic of the law. 
    

• Ask yourself: Are there some things that are unlawful but still good to do? 
 
Wednesday:  Ephesians 2:1-10 
In 23 years of ministry, I’ve worked with youth in various capacities.  Confirmation, church camp, youth group, 
mission trips, I’ve done them all.  I’ve noted from time to time that there has always been a certain attraction by 
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some youth members to the darker things of life.  They are the ones who want to learn more about Satan than 
the Savior.  They want to know more about sin than salvation.  And they tend to gravitate toward those who are 
seen by others as “bad.”   
    
Sometimes this youthful tendency is an innocent response to popular culture.  Are you Slytherin or Gryffindor?  
Are you Team Jacob or Team Edward?  Jedi or do you tend more toward the dark side?  These cultural forms of 
entertainment feed that attraction to push to the edge of the boundaries.  Some youth just can’t seem to restrain 
themselves from pushing through the boundaries to things that are unhealthy and unhelpful. 
    
In theological terms, we would say that this is because of the sin nature of a fallen world.  Because of our 
attraction to those things that are the opposite of the goodness of God, we sin, fall short, turn from a loving 
Creator.  We weren’t created that way.  Verse 10 affirms that from the beginning of creation, we were made for 
“Good Works.”  It takes a resolute soul that has the benefit of maturity to resist temptations toward darkness.  It 
also takes mature mentorship to assist youth from those same temptations. 
    

• Ask yourself: How attracted am I to doing good? 
 
Thursday:  Proverbs 3:27-28 
If you take time to follow the storylines in comic book and movie superheroes, you’ll find an under-current that 
illustrates that darker side of the human condition.  One of the Marvel superheroes is a man by the name of Luke 
Cage.  Cage comes by his powers due to a series of ill-will actions at the hands of others.  Framed, unjustly 
convicted, beaten and ultimately subjected to medical experimentation in prison.  He comes out of all that bullet-
proof with super-human strength. 
    
Cage also comes out with a deep cynicism and a desire not to use his newfound powers for good nor evil, he just 
doesn’t care about people any longer.  It’s only when a group of dedicated friends press him to service that he 
rises above his own dejected feelings to make the impact he’s able to make. 
    
In this set of Proverbs, it’s clear: it’s not enough that you have the ability to do good, you must take those steps 
toward goodness, so long as you have the power to do so.  You have more power than you may think.  Doing 
good works affords you a strength and power that evil cannot overcome.   
    

• Ask yourself: How can I use my powers for good today? 
 
Friday:  Galatians 6:7-10 
I’ve spent the last 4 weeks participating in “Meet and Greets”.  That is, Nancy and I have gone to the homes of 
members of our faith family and asked questions of them and their guests about our church.  What makes Living 
Word a special place for you?  What do you like, not like?  What are your hopes and dreams?  What would you 
like to see happen or what would you rather not be changed at all?  I’ve enjoyed these and I am almost done with 
attending 20 of these scheduled meetings with the 270 people who have signed up to participate.  Thanks to all 
of you who have. 
    
One of the common themes that I’ve heard in the meetings I’ve attended thus far is the clear feeling that this 
faith community is more than a place to worship.  This is “family.”  And it’s not just lip-service.  I’ve witnessed 
that as well.  At a recent hospital visit, I observed several from our church entering the waiting room and hospital 
room to offer love and support, like any family member would. 
    
Maybe it’s not that we are family, but that we do those things that families, in their best moments, do for one 
another.  We offer care and love when needed.  We provide meals, a kind word, some other deed of service like 
cutting the lawn when a family member is down.  The more difficult side of this that takes some finesse and 
diplomacy is that when a family member has gotten too far outside the family rules, we call them on it.  “Speaking 
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the truth in love” so that a wayward member comes back to roost is part of the call.  (Did I mention that it’s in 
speaking the truth IN LOVE, that the member returns to good graces?) 
    

• Ask yourself: As I consider my faith family at Living Word, how can I do good for the sake of this family 
this weekend? 

 
Saturday:  Matthew 25:35-40 
Our sermon series, these last several weeks, has been titled “Cultivate.”  The notion is that we are to cultivate in 
our hearts the fertile soil that allows the Spirit of God to grow within us the fruits of the Spirit as found in Galatians 
5: “love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control.”  As we allow the 
Spirit to do the work within us, what comes out are these fruits that others are given to enjoy, be nourished by, 
and grow in faith and trust in Christ.   
    
But let me ratchet up your understanding of this just a little bit more.  When these things flow from us people 
begin to see Christ in us.  When they experience these fruits they come to know that they aren’t us, but Christ in 
us that has produced it.  Let’s face it, most people are cynical when goodness comes their way.  They ask, “What’s 
the ulterior motive?  What’s your angle on this?  How do you benefit?”  But, as I’ve said, when it comes to fruit, 
the tree does not benefit from the fruit it produces.  It is a free gift to the one to whom it’s given. 
    
When it comes to the fruit that we bear, we do so to offer Christ.  BUT!  There is an actual benefit and it’s in a 
twist that you won’t see coming.  Like the mathematic equations I spoke of at the beginning of this week, the 
math doesn’t add up in the way you might expect.  We find it in this scripture and it is the brilliance of the way 
of God that is brought to light here.  Feed the hungry.  Clothe the naked.  Bring drink to the thirsty.  As we do 
these things we assume that we are doing so to offer Christ to others.  But Jesus offers a different math.  In 
offering Christ in the good deeds we do, we meet Christ in the ones we serve!   
    
I find myself in tears as I marvel at the beauty and brilliance of the equation that God has created for us in Jesus 
Christ.  Offer Christ = Meet Christ.  You and I could not have come up with that.  Only a God of goodness would 
create such a beautiful mathematics of human goodness.  Whenever we do good in the name of Christ we are 
doing it to and for Him.   
 

• Ask yourself: How can I do good to Christ through helping another this coming week? 
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